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First appearing as a devil-may-care attitude towards the expansive amplification 
of the US monetary base, the actions of the US Federal Reserves, Federal Open 
Market Committee (FOMC), since the onset of March Madness and the Corona 
Crunch make more sense to us all, as it is revealed that an income shock is at 
the heart of the Global Corona Crisis (GCC).

With a tremendous amount of damage done globally, like metal filings to a 
magnet, the world continues to look to the FOMC for leadership, both in 
terms of monetary mechanics but also the entire modern development of 
unconventional monetary experiments; which include Quantitative Easing (QE), 
interpretations of Modern Monetary Theory (MMT), derivatives of Universal 
Basic Income (UBI), “helicopter money” and akin operations pro tem.

Cite:- No to Universal Basic Income (UBI), 3 July 2019

Cite:- Inversion Reversion Subversion, 1 June 2019

Cite:- MMT, 1 April 2019

Deployment of trillions of US Dollars via State Capital programmes rightfully 
concerns many as it marks the end of free enterprise and Open-Market 
Capitalism, however, that is for future historians to unpack – as Australian 
Global Macro Wealth Managers, our responsibility is to ascertain what will 
likely happen next not what should.

It is still too early to stand outside these events and pronounce final judgement 
on their lasting value but to realise the measure of our current opportunity 
sets, it is imperative that we delve into the eye of the storm (income shock), 
examine how the FOMC is intending to navigate us out of it (reflation) and 
what the 50-year Jubilee of the cessation of Bretton Woods teaches us today 
(State Capitalism comes and goes). 

People get charmed by speculation and theories but in practice, economies 
and markets are driven by basics which renew over and over again.
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Income Shock
Today we have three key elements to the current set of circumstances: a 
biomedical-led and thus event-driven recession, a collapse in global income 
caused by the response to the pandemic (social distancing) and a pre-existent 
Zero Interest Rate Policy (ZIRP) terrain, which in essence, is when central 
banks set their target short-term interest rates at or as close as possible to nil 
(sometimes referred to as “Financial Repression”).

This is very different than a stereotypical economic downturn because a 
typical economic diminution is one whereby a contraction in credit is brought 
about by a tightening of monetary or fiscal policies, which is largely under the 
determination of the central bank.

Traditionally, when an underlying economy turns for the worst, central banks 
cut interest rates and ease monetary policy and an economy eventually 
recovers via an expansion of credit.

What’s happened in 2020 is that we have had a global collapse in income 
caused by the response to the pandemic and in essence, people (workers and 
consumers) stay home and by extension, produce less which ergo naturally 
affects incomes. 

A collapse in income, unsurprisingly, triggers a reduction in individual and 
aggregate spending.

Wherein traditionally you have monetary policy steering central bank 
tightening – leading to a contraction in available credit, discouraging spending 
and then income being the last thing to fall in that case – during this Global 
Corona Crisis, income is the first thing to fall, which is causing a reduction in 
spending and then all the reactions to that.

These basics being flipped around have caused much consternation and there 
remains significant uncertainty related to the biomedical challenge as a causal 
influence.

Under a US-led ZIRP regime fuelled by Trumponics, the US economy has also 
entered this crisis already accumulating credit as opposed to reducing credit.

Cite:- Trump’s Bull Rally, 22nd Amendment & How The First American 
Republic Ends, 19 December 2019

Cite:- The US sharemarket will fly higher sooner but watch out for later, 19 
November 2016

Cite:- Will the instosdriven Donald Trump rally last long, 6 December 2016

Cite:- Trumponics gaining attention but its China that matters, 4 February 
2017

A traditional economic contraction and central bank response tries to stoke 
credit and provide room to accommodate interest rates cuts, thereafter 
expanding credit, however in this instance, we have zero interest rates which 
cannot be cut unless policymakers enter the Negative Interest Rate Policy 
(NIRP) territory.

Within this particular crisis, fiscal policy stimuli directs State Capital spending 
towards parts of the US economy that require it the most and the FOMC 
supports that with monetary mechanics that Crowd Out the public and private 
sector bond market investor, repressing the need to hike interest rates and 
militate the reverse effects central bankers are attempting to achieve (hence 
the expression, “Financial Repression”).

With incomes afflicted during March Madness, the expansive amplification of 
the US monetary base led by the FOMC henceforth could be categorised as 
sufficient to fill the crater in incomes that was created.
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In addition, the US Federal Reserve is injecting State Capital over and above 
what it takes to finance those deficits plus also deploying newer unconventional 
monetary experiments all at the same time.

This aggregate and gigantean accumulative stimuli sent into all kinds of public 
and private sector asset classes, has triggered a major reflation and has been by 
and large successful so far.

The big question regarding reflating to offset the income shock but doing 
so during an already expansive credit jump condition, is that while we’re used 
to thinking in terms of growth rates, which are changes in output over short 
periods of time, the big shift that is happening now is the low level of income 
that exists will be with us for a while in some substantial degree which means 
lower profits, lower spending and so forth but also means detruded cashflows.

The Global Corona Crisis has two pressure points coinciding; a collapse in 
income which is afflicting those that are most vulnerable to the collapse in 
cashflows and secondly, the expansion of liquidity by the FOMC going into 
equity and bond markets – these may not be sufficient to cover those cashflows 
before these injections end.

These US reflation initiatives at the heart of the FOMC’s response to the income 
shock is by and large sufficient to cover the income gap for about three to four 
months starting from April, notwithstanding, the remaining challenge is what 
gets the economy to a self-sustaining position, given the expected minimum 
timeframe for a biomedical remedy to the Novel Coronavirus and COVID-19 
disease is circa twenty to forty-two months from now (if ever).

Such a duration mismatch requires perennial State Capital injections, a 
quantum leap in reflation and a rethink surrounding the liquidity side of the 
capital stack equilibrium, as the dissonance between spending and income in 
relation to this timeframe remains unfathomable.

If unanswered, markets will hammer downwards and aggressively.

Cite:- Equity Market Implosions Imminent: Evidence, Economics And Lead 
Indicators, 22 April 2020

Reflation
State Capitalism does not come without costs but it does efficiently reflate 
controlled markets and rewards those inside the tent (again, as an individual, 
this author is disgusted at the stepchange towards State Capitalism and thus, 
Socialism but again, our responsibility is to predicate what will likely happen 
next and not prosecute personal opinions or preferences).

The FOMC’s position on reflation is unambiguous, the scale and timing of 
monetary stimulus from the FOMC in recent months has dwarfed its response 
during the Great Recession (GFC), with its current terminal size of the Federal 
Reserve’s balance sheet depending on the shape of the recovery; postulating 
that under a sluggish growth scenario, the balance sheet will likely exceed ten 
(10) trillion US Dollars and the most expedient, “V-Shape” recovery scenario 
seeing a mere eight (8) trillion US Dollar increase.

...The US Federal Reserve is injecting State 
Capital over and above what it takes to 
finance deficits.. 
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Globally, seventeen (17.1) trillion US Dollars has been committed (not yet all 
spent), six (6.2) trillion via QE alone, with three and a half (3.5) trillion via direct 
fiscal stimuli (grants) and seven (7.4) trillion in indirect fiscal stimulus (loans).

These policy responses were created and deployed in a matter of weeks, 
whereas the entirety of the GFC policy response took years to deploy and was 
about one-third the quantum.

A tremendous amount of damage has been done globally and many parts of 
the economy will need to rethink their business models, including anything 
that involves large gatherings of people; sporting events will proceed without 
fans, businesses will return to offices with only a fraction of their staffs and the 
knock-on effect on businesses that are reliant on a full reopening will be severe.

Therefore, a reflation focused on supplementing income is a universe away 
from previous operations that endeavoured to stoke spending or credit 
expansion alone.

The probable recovery path suggests central banks remain at their lower 
bound for years, little (official) inflationary pressure and bond yields remain 
lower-for-longer.

There are obvious near-term risks of the economic shutdown to company 
profits and balance sheets but a more lasting impact on consumer spending, 
restrictions on dividends and share buybacks and the potential tax 
consequences of the higher fiscal deficits have motivated US lawmakers to 
work with central bankers to engineer a recovery, something that could only 
be borne out of crisis.

It could very well mean that central banks are implicitly fixing the rate of 
funding for all levels of government, businesses and households.

At this stage it appears that the rapid and aggressive measures taken by the 
Federal Reserve and other central banks have been successful in providing 
liquidity to the most stressed areas of the fixed income and money markets, 
which should avert an even more serious financial crisis but the worst of the 
economic and profit data is still ahead of us.

The most controversial US-led reflation debate is being had between outcome-
based forward guidance tête-à-tête Yield Curve Control, or YCC.

Outcome-based forward guidance ensures that interest rate lift-off will 
not occur unless the US economy is strong enough and YCC insures against 
investors’ expectations becoming unrealistically hawkish by guaranteeing a 
minimum time without hikes.

So, it became material that June’s FOMC minutes released last week discussed 
forward guidance, asset purchases and Yield Caps or Targets (YCT) extensively, 
with the intention of providing greater clarity “in coming months”, likely at or 
before September’s meeting.

Attending committee members supported outcome-based forward guidance 
and agreed that asset purchases could help promote accommodative 
conditions and of the various YCT policy options, participants were most 
responsive to the Reserve Bank of Australia’s (RBA’s) rendition, which targets 
three-year yields, notwithstanding, several members were doubtful that YCT 
would be needed if the forward guidance remained credible.

Cite:- Australia Begins Quantitative Easing, 17 March 2020

Cite:- Australian REPO Operations, March 2020, 22 March 2020

Cite:- How The Inverted Yield Curve Affects Australia, 20 June 2019
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Before Australia blazed this trail, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) introduced YCC in 2016 
to raise long term yields and address side-effects on financial institutions from 
an excessively low and flat yield curve under Negative Interest Rate Policy 
(NIRP) conditions.

Australia’s deployment of YCC was and is different – Australia has been the last 
G10, Developed Market (DM) participant to enter the unconventional monetary 
mechanism arena and the likely motivation to staple the curve to our three-
year note was to offset our imbalances across domestic real estate and the 
unsustainable buoyancy of our Australian Dollar.

Targeting the three-year point helps to lower bank funding costs as it is the part 
of the yield curve where Australian banks typically obtain wholesale funding 
and the front-end YCC does not flatten the yield curve as QE or YCC targeting 
long-term yields would, reducing potential risks to the Australian banking 
sector, who ostensibly prop up the entire Australian economic architecture via 
their oligopolistic stranglehold over Canberra, Riverside, Bent, Bligh, Phillip and 
Collins streets.

Cite:- The Monetary Interventionist Wildcard & Start Of A Deeper 
Corrective Process, 3 May 2020

Cite:- A Year Of Phantom Earnings, 17 May 2020

As has been the case in Australia and Japan, YCC would likely enhance the 
credibility of outcome-based forward guidance in the US and Canada, and 
specifically for the FOMC, giving up control of the size of the balance sheet by 
committing to enforce yield caps, the exit process and how to combine YCT, 
which is most similar to calendar-cased guidance – Australian and US’s balance 
sheets are not comparable  in either constitution or sheer size.

But of most importance to note is that despite the FOMC’s colossal balance 
sheet expansion, central banks have been purchasing sovereign bonds at a 
pace that exceeds US QE and these purchases are occurring against a backdrop 
of a surge in fiscal deficits, which will require enormous amounts of additional 
sovereign supply to finance them.

State Capitalism Comes And Goes
Fifty years ago the world followed the US out of a structured State Capitalist 
scheme, with the unravelling of the wartime Bretton Woods system, which 
was a fully negotiated monetary order, led by the US Dollars fungibility to gold 
bullion and so with it the ability of the International Monetary Fund, or IMF, 
to bridge temporary imbalances of payments between the recovering Japan, 
Western Europe, the US, Canada and Australia.

The nail in that coffin was The Nixon Shock, when on Sunday, 15 August 1971, 
while US markets were still closed, President Richard Nixon announced on 
television that the unilateral cancellation of the direct international convertibility 
of the US Dollar to gold was no longer, ostensibly ending the Bretton Woods 
regime and freeing the way for Open-Market Capitalism to finally flourish.
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Cite:- Australian Dollar Impaired By The Greenback: The Threat Of A 
‘Mnuchin Shock’ In April 2020, 4 April 2020

Cite:- Market Microstructure Theory and the Australian Dollar, 14 August 
2019

Cite:- CEEMEA & US Dollar Liquidity Crisis, 9 October 2018

The lesson of the approaching 50-year Bretton Woods Jubilee is that financial 
repression can and does work for an epoch of time but the perennial attempt 
to peg exchange rates, terms of trade and today even entire asset classes under 
the auspices of State Capitalism causes seismic shifts and lasting scars that take 
decades to repair and of equal significance, break down unexpectedly and 
without warning.

Cite:- Grievous Bodily Calm: Beware Being Pumped & Dumped, 29 May 
2020

Cite:- Cheating, On Cheating, On Cheating, 13 March 2020

Cite:- Brace For Volatility, 31 January 2020

Cite:- Seismic Shifts In 2019, 16 January 2019

Cite:- ‘End The Fed’, 24 September 2019

The Global Corona Crisis will evolve throughout the rest of 2020 and well 
out to 2022 and its lasting impact will undoubtably reshape not just the 
potential outcomes of the US election but the American society and the global 
economy with it – there are no clever answers or even basics which will renew 
other than the wisdom found in the old Wall Street adage, “If you’re one step 
ahead of the market you’re a genius but if you are two steps ahead you’re in 
trouble”.

Tread lightly.
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